LUCKY DAYE SHARES NEW SINGLE “OVER” &
OFFICIAL VIDEO CO-STARRING JORDYN
WOODS
LISTEN & WATCH “OVER” NOW
“…an R&B hybrid that is as traditional as it is uniquely his own.” – The New Yorker
“…Far ahead of his competition in the genre. Daye's forlorn vocal manipulation has drawn comparison to
Frank Ocean, but his versatility and strategic fusions of funk and jazz nod to how he might set himself
apart…”– NPR
“The most exciting new voice in the R&B revival…” – Noisey

[New York, NY – September 22, 2021] Lucky Daye returns with a powerful new song “Over,”
featuring a familiar sample from Musiq Soulchild’s “Halfcrazy” released via Keep Cool/RCA Records.
The single is the first offering since the Table For Two EP that arrived earlier this year and comes paired
with a highly stylized visual directed by Machine Operated, co-starring Jordyn Woods as Lucky’s love
interest. With his signature velvety vocals, Lucky Daye details a torrid love affair atop a luxurious, stringdriven instrumental, describing it as “nightmares turn into a dream.” The video features Lucky dealing
with the constraints of celebrity culture and a constant loop of pressure and loneliness until he realizes
that he must first take care of his relationship with the object of his affection before he can launch
himself into the wider world and change it.
New Orleans-native Lucky Daye has always had a deep connection to music and a natural gift
for singing and songwriting. His roots led him to pursue his dream by briefly moving to Atlanta

and eventually migrating to Los Angeles, where he has been ever since. He was quickly picked
up by Keep Cool under RCA Records and released his 2019 breakthrough hit "Roll Some Mo,"
which has amassed over 121 MILLION streams worldwide. Earning first-ever GRAMMY nominations that
same year, Lucky Daye raked in a total of four nominations for Best R&B Song, Best R&B Performance,
Best Traditional R&B Performance, and Best R&B Album. This widespread acclaim also came from his
selective feature choices with KAYTRANADA, Buddy, SG Lewis, Big Freedia, Kehlani, Kiana Lede,
Babyface, Victoria Monet, and more. Lucky released his latest EP Table For Two in February of 2021,
which has garnered over 20+M streams on Spotify. Table for Two features the hit song "How Much Can
A Heart Take" ft. YEBBA and the pair recently performed a heartfelt rendition on Jimmy Kimmel Live!
The EP follows his 2019 highly acclaimed debut album, Painted, and comes off the standout single "On
Read'' with Grammy-nominated East London prodigy Tiana Major9. His critically acclaimed work has
received unanimous praise from Rolling Stone, NPR, Noisey, Billboard, The FADER. “Over” is
the first single from Lucky’s highly anticipated second full length project slated for release in
2022.
WATCH THE VIDEO FOR “OVER”

https://smarturl.it/xOVERx
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